Abstract-A modification of Kötter-Kschischang codes for random networks is presented (these codes were also studied by Wang et al. in the context of authentication problems). The new codes have higher information rate, while maintaining the same error-correcting capabilities. An efficient error-correcting algorithm is proposed for these codes.
higher. Present construction can be viewed as a generalization of the construction in [8] . On the other hand, this construction can be viewed as a special case of the construction in [10] . An efficient decoding algorithm is provided for the codes presented in this work, it uses the decoder in [7] or [11] as a subroutine. By contrast, no efficient decoding algorithm for the codes in [10] was given.
It should be mentioned that the present work was done independently of [10] , and about at the same time. The more updated version of [10] was published recently as [3] .
II. NOTATIONS AND PREVIOUS RESULTS
Let W be a vector space over a finite field F q and let V, U ⊆ W be linear subspaces of W . We use the notation dim(V ) for the dimension of V . We denote the sum of U and V as U + V = {u + v : u ∈ U, v ∈ V }. If U ∩ V = ∅, then for any w ∈ U + V there is a unique representation w = u + v, where u ∈ U and v ∈ V . In this case we say that U + V is a direct sum, and denote it as U ⊕ V . It is easy to check that dim(U ⊕ V ) = dim(U ) + dim(V ). For a vector set S ⊆ W , we use the notation span(S) to denote a linear span of the vectors in S. We use the notation 0 m to denote all-zero vector of length m, for any integer m. When the value of m is clear from the context, we sometimes write 0 rather than 0 m . Below, we recall the construction in [7] . Let F = F q m be an extension field of F q , m > 1. Then, F is a vector space over F q . Let {α 1 , α 2 , · · · , α ℓ } ⊆ F be a set of linearly independent elements in F. We denote
For a vector v ∈ W , sometimes we may write v = (v 1 , v 2 ), where v 1 ∈ A and v 2 ∈ F (any such vector v can be viewed as an (ℓ + m)-tuple over F q ). For a vector space V ⊆ W we define a projection of V on F as
We use the notation P(W, ℓ) for the set of all subspaces of W of dimension ℓ. For U, V ∈ W , let d(U, V ) = dim(U ) + dim(V ) − 2 dim(U ∩ V ) be a distance between U and V in the Grassmanian metric (see [7] ).
Let
denote the set of linearized polynomials over F of degree at most q k−1 , k ≥ 1. Define the mapping E :
The code K is defined in [7] (for k ≤ ℓ) as
Below, we might sometimes use the notation K[ℓ + m, ℓ, k] for the code K with the parameters as above. It was shown in [7] that |K| = q mk . It was also shown there, that for all U, V ∈ K, U = V , it holds that dim(U ∩ V ) ≤ k − 1, and so d(U, V ) ≥ 2(ℓ − k + 1). Therefore, the minimum distance of K is at least 2(ℓ − k + 1).
Singleton-type upper bound on the maximum size of K, A q (ℓ + m, ℓ, k), was derived in [7] . The bound can be written as
where
The following bound was presented in [13] (it is always tighter than its counterpart (1)):
Finally, the Johnson-type bound was presented in [12] , as below
It can be seen that there is a gap between the upper bounds and the actual size of K. In this work, we construct codes with a larger number of words (compared with K).
Let V ∈ K and U ∈ W . In [7] , [11] , the decoding algorithms for the code K were presented, such that if d(U, V ) < ℓ − k + 1, the algorithms applied to the input U will return V . The time complexity of the algorithm in [11] is O(m · (ℓ − k)). In this work, we present a decoding algorithm for the proposed codes with the same decoding radius. The decoding complexity of this algorithm is O
III. CODE CONSTRUCTION
In this section, we define a new code, based on the construction in [7] , [13] . Let m ≥ ℓ ≥ k. We use the notation C[ℓ + m, ℓ, k] (for a sake of simplicity, sometimes we will use the notation C instead) to define this new random network code defined by vector subspaces in the ambient space W of dimension ℓ + m, such that for any V ∈ C, dim(V ) = ℓ, and for any V ∈ C and
We pick code parameters m, ℓ and k. Let h ℓ+m be an integer, 0 ≤ h ℓ+m ≤ k − 1. This h ℓ+m is a design parameter which can be optimized later.
Next, we recursively define the code C[ℓ + m, ℓ, k].
• Boundary condition:
-If h ℓ+m = 0, then we set S σ = ∅ for all σ ∈ N.
-Otherwise, for σ = 1, 2, · · · , ⌊ℓ/h ℓ+m ⌋, we define sets of vectors
IV. CODE PARAMETERS

A. Recursive Formula for the Number of Codewords
The code C as above is obviously a set of subspaces of dimension ℓ in the space W of dimension ℓ + m. The number of codewords in C is given by the recursive relation
where t ℓ+m is as in (2) . The boundary conditions are
, thus having more codewords compared with the construction in [7] . Otherwise, we have N (ℓ + m, ℓ, k) = q mk .
B. Optimization of h ℓ+m
Next, let us discuss the choice of the parameter h ℓ+m . We are interested in h ℓ+m that maximizes t ℓ+m in (2). Note, however, that
where the right-hand side is an increasing function of h ℓ+m . For fixed m, ℓ and k, the function ⌊ℓ/h ℓ+m ⌋ does not increase with h ℓ+m . Therefore, we have the following lemma. 
then there exists an optimal choice of h ℓ+m (corresponding to the maximum number of codewords) satisfying h ℓ+m ≤ h.
Proof
Outline of the proof. Consider the code C[ℓ + m, ℓ, k]. Assume that it is constructed recursively from the code C[m, ℓ − h o , k] for the smallest optimal h ℓ+m = h o , 0 < h o ≤ k − 1, as it was described in the previous section. The later code exists only if due to Lemma 4.1. This can be rewritten (by using (5)) as
Next, one has to show that for any h o , 0 < h o ≤ ℓ − 1, there exists some h, 0 ≤ h < h o , such that (6) does not hold. This can be shown by taking h = h o − 1. We omit the details due to their technicality. This leads to a contradiction, which follows from the assumption (5), and so the only possible situation is m < 2(ℓ − h o ).
C. Explicit Formula for the Number of Codewords
If all h ℓ+m 's in the construction are zeros for all ℓ and m, then t ℓ+m = N (m, ℓ, k). Therefore, (3) becomes
and thus
where r = m mod ℓ.
D. Minimum Distance
The next theorem provides a lower bound on the minimum distance of the code C.
Theorem 4.3:
The minimum distance of the code
Outline of the proof. Since C ⊆ P(W, ℓ), it would be enough to show that for any two U, V ∈ C, U = V , it holds
Recall that C = K ∪ B. There are three cases. 1) U, V ∈ K. In this case, the proof follows from [7] . 2) U ∈ K, V ∈ B.
Take any v ∈ U ∩ V , v = 0. Since v ∈ U , we write for some
Since v ∈ V , we write for some σ, 1 ≤ σ ≤ t ℓ+m , for some
It follows that
We obtain that every v ∈ U ∩ V can be written as
.
We obtain that all a i = b i = 0 for i = 1, 2, · · · , h ℓ+m .
We also obtain that v = (0 ℓ , u), where u ∈ U σ ∩ U τ . Since, for all σ and τ , dim(
V. DECODING
A. Simple Case
Below, we present a recursive decoding algorithm for the code C, when h i = 0 (for all i).
Decoding algorithms for the code K were presented in [7] and [11] . Suppose that V ∈ K is transmitted over the operator channel (see [7] for details). Suppose also that an (ℓ − κ + γ)-dimensional subspace U of W is received, where dim(U ∩ V ) = ℓ − κ. We use a modification of the decoding algorithm in [11] as follows. Given a received vector space U of W , the decoder is able to recover a single V ∈ K whenever κ + γ < ℓ − k + 1. If the decoding fails, the decoder returns a special error message '?' (such a modification is straight-forward). We will denote this decoder D
Now, suppose that V ∈ C[ℓ + m, ℓ, k] is transmitted over the operator channel, and an (ℓ − κ + γ)-dimensional subspace U of W is received, and dim(U ∩ V ) = ℓ − κ. We will denote the decoder for the code
The decoder is summarized in Figure 1 . If the decoding fails, the decoder returns an error message '?'. As we show in the sequel, the decoder D ℓ+m,ℓ,k is able to recover V ∈ C from U ∈ W given that κ + γ < ℓ − k + 1. Theorem 5.1: Let V be transmitted over the operator channel and let U be received. In addition, let dim(V ) = ℓ, dim(U ) = ℓ − κ + γ, dim(U ∩ V ) = ℓ − κ. Then, the decoder in Figure 1 is able to recover the original codeword V ∈ C from U given that κ + γ < ℓ − k + 1.
Proof. There are two cases. If V ∈ K, then the claim follows from the correctness of the decoder in [11] . Therefore, we assume that V ∈ B. In that case, by the definition of B,
in particular, for any v ∈ U ∩ V , the projection of v on its last m coordinates lies in U ′ ∩ V ′ , and for v = u ∈ U ∩ V , the projections of u and v on the last m coordinates yield different vectors, since the only puctured coordinates are zerocoordinates).
We have
The decoder D m,ℓ,k is able to correct any error pattern of size less than ℓ − k + 1. Therefore, given that κ + γ < ℓ − k + 1, the decoder D m,ℓ,k will recover
Next, we turn to estimate the time complexity of the decoder D ℓ+m,ℓ,k . We denote the decoding time of this decoder applied to C[ℓ+m, ℓ, k] as T (ℓ+m, ℓ). Recall, that the time complexity of the algorithm D K ℓ+m,ℓ,k was shown in [11] to be O(m(ℓ − k)) operations over F q m . Then, the following recurrent relation holds:
The boundary condition is T (ℓ + m, ℓ) = O(m(ℓ − k)) when m < 2ℓ. We obtain that
B. General Case
Consider the case where h ℓ+m = 0 for some m, ℓ. In this case, |B| ≤ ℓ. Then, the algorithm in Figure 1 can be modified as follows. First, the decoder D K ℓ+m,ℓ,k is applied to the input U ∈ W . If that decoder fails, then V / ∈ K, and so one should look for V ∈ B such that d(U, V ) < ℓ − k + 1. This can be done by checking at most O(ℓ) "candidates" V ∈ B. If one of them lies at the distance less than ℓ − k + 1 from U , then this V is the codeword to be returned. If there is no such V , the failure '?' is returned.
The resulting time complexity is a sum of the two following values:
• Time complexity of the decoder D K ℓ+m,ℓ,k .
• Time complexity of at most ℓ applications of the algorithm for computing distances between two vector subspaces. Computing the distances between two vector subspaces can be done in a straight-forward manner by calculating the dimension of their intersection. It can also be done by an algorithm presented in [10, Sec. 3.4] .
